
The Grand Dewa Route — Tohoku Tsuruoka

Path of Devotion – Pilgrims’ Way Trail: walk it only in Tsuruoka.

Tsuruoka City in Yamagata Prefecture is a place where the spiritual and cultural heritage of the Tohoku region, represented by the three sacred peaks 
of Dewa Sanzan, lives on.
Listed also as a UNESCO Creative City of Gastronomy, Tsuruoka is also somewhere to experience local food culture. Above all, its distinctive rural 
atmosphere and contact with refined local people will leave a lasting impression of the cultural depth of Japan.

Getting there

Inspired with nature and ancient faith, the Rokujuri-goe Highway leads to the sacred peaks of Dewa.

If you are confident of your physical strength and enjoy hiking, you can feel for yourself the Shugendo aspiration to 
spiritually ascend.
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Yudono Road - Spiritual route for pilgrims
They say the three sacred mountains of Dewa Sanzan, in turn, represent the past, the present, and the future. Yudono-san is associated 
with the future. You are bound to feel the future at the end of your trail.
Experienced “mountain skippers” will guide you. (Japanese only).

Fly from Haneda Airport to Shonai Airport (1 hr.), then airport bus to Tsuruoka Station: total about 1.5 hours.
Shinkansen from Tokyo Station to Sendai Station (approx. 2.5 hrs.), then highway bus to Tsuruoka Station (approx. 2.5 
hrs.): total approximately 5 hours.
Shinkansen from Tokyo Station to Yamagata Station (approx. 3.5 hrs.) then highway bus to Tsuruoka Station (usually 1 
hr. 55 min.): total approximately 5 hours.
Limited Express Inaho from Tokyo Station to Tsuruoka Station via Niigata Station: total about 4 hours.
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*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.

Popular places to visit



Path of Devotion – Pilgrims’ Way Trail

Guide plan Rokujuri-goe Highway, Dewa's ancient road alive with faith and nature. Juo-
toge Pass to Yudono Churenji Temple
Recommended course for your first guided walk on Dewa’s ancient highway. (Japanese-

speaking guide)

Course: Juo Toge Pass > Itaya Shimizu spring > Churenji Temple
Time required: Approx. 45 min; approx. 1.5 km; elevation difference approx. 150 m
Beginner-level highland hike: Suitable for people wearing sturdy hiking shoes, this is a beginner-level hike 
on a well maintained relatively flat mountain trail.

Outline Experience a little of a 1200-year-old ancient highway trudged by pilgrims going to sacred 
mountain Yudono-san. Beginning at the Jizo statues at Juo Toge Pass, at the Juo Toge
Lookout, as well as a view of the sacred peak of Gassan, you will see a panorama of the 
hamlets of Oami. After passing Itaya Shimizu Spring, which has been refreshing travelers 
down the ages, the trail proceeds through a beech forest and ends at Churenji Temple. In 
spring, wild camellias bloom along the way. This descending trail is suitable for beginners.

Guide Mountain Skipper (Japanese language only)

Highlights ♦ Views of Gassan, one of the three sacred mountains of Dewa Sanzan
From Juo Toge lookout, views of Gassan, panorama of Ōami hamlets
♦ Protected by six Jizo Boddhisatva images, Itaya Shimizu Spring
♦ Churenji Temple
Founded by Kobo Daishi (Kukai) in 825, the temple flourished as a place for the basic 
training for ascetic practice on Yudono-san. It has been rated with three stars in the travel 
guide of a famous French gourmet magazine.

Appropriate 
attire

• Depending on the season, warm clothing may be required. Please enquire before
participating
• White pilgrim attire rental: 700 yen

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical 
itinerary

8:30 Meet at Tsuruoka Station > Hired transport > Briefing with trail guide >
9:00 Start at Juo Toge > Itaya Shimizu Spring > 9:45 Churenji Temple(destination) > 
10:15 Hired transport >11:00 Arrive at Tsuruoka Station

Organizers Rokujuri-goe Highway Mountain Skipper Association & Asahi-mura Tourism Association

Insurance Necessary for participation

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Availability Late May to early November

Beginner 45 min.

Churenji Temple

Juo Toge Pass Itaya Shimizu Spring

Walking through the beech forest

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.
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Guide plan Rokujuri-goe Highway, Dewa's ancient road alive with faith and nature. 
Tamugimata to Yudono-san Shrine
Full of mystery and natural beauty, Dewa's ancient highway. (Japanese-speaking guide)
Route: Tamugimata Old Endo House > Arigoshi-zaka > Site of Dokko Chaya Teahouse > Hosogoe-toge Pass > 
Yudono-san Sanro-sho
Time, 6 hours; distance, 9 km; elevation difference, 660 m (all figures approx).
Intermediate highland hike: The trail is quite obvious and narrow in some places. The ascent is slow and steep. In 
places, the way may be slippery. Some passages are provided with chains to grip or ladders.

Outline This 1200-year-old ancient highway was trudged by pilgrims going to sacred mountain 
Yudono-san. The walk from Tamugimata to Yudono-san Shrine has a succession of highlights. 
On this day trip you can fully enjoy local history and culture and appreciate satoyama
woodland. On arrival at Yudono-san, the surrounding air of profound spirituality will leave a 
lasting impression.

Guide Mountain Skipper (Japanese language only)

Highlights Listed as a cultural property by Yamagata Prefecture, this multi-story thatched house is a 
distinctive structure adapted to life in a narrow valley with heavy winter snowfall. It used to 
be village inn that accommodated many travelers. 
♦ Buna [beech] trees 
The highway passes through emblematic beech forest. Distinctive trees – Ryujin-buna 
[dragon god], Rabura-buna [love], Messēji-buna [message], Senju-buna [thousand-hand] –
have acquired names that tell of the history of the road.
♦ Kobori-nuke & Obori-nuke sunken lanes. Walk a trail carved into the hillside. Naturally 
beautiful at any season.
♦ Gomadan-ishi. They say Kobo Daishi performed religious rites here.
♦ Gassan Lookout
♦ Yohaijo. The only place on the highway where you get a view of the vermillion torii shrine 
gateway of Yudono-san. 
♦ Yudono-san Shrine. Inner sanctum of the three sacred mountains of Dewa.

Appropriate 
attire

•Depending on the season, warm clothing may be required. Please enquire before
participating
•White pilgrim attire rental: 700 yen
•Mountain ecotoilets are available at Hosogoe-toge Pass and at the site of Dokko Chaya
Teahouse.

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical itinerary 8:30 Meet at Tsuruoka Station > Hired transport > Briefing with trail guide > 9:00 Start at 
The Old Endo House (multi-storey thatched house)
> 9:30 Arigoshi-zaka > 11:00 Site of Dokko Chaya Teahouse >12:30 Hosogoe-toge Pass • 
Lunch break (30 min.) >14:30 Zange-zaka >15:00 Yudono-san Sanro-sho (destination)15:30 
Hired transport >16:30 Arrive at Tsuruoka Station

Organizers Rokujuri-goe Highway Mountain Skipper Association & Asahi-mura Tourism Association

Insurance Necessary for participation

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Availability Late May to early November

Path of Devotion – Pilgrims’ Way Trail

Ōbori-nuki sunken pathRabura-buna beeches

Yudono-san torii shrine gateway

The Old Endo House
(multi-storey thatched house)

Arigoshi-zaka Hill

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.

Intermediate One-day Trip
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Shugendo Experience • Yamabushi Experience

On-site plan In the natural setting of Dewa Sanzan sacred mountains, experience 
Yudono-san spiritual practices.
Undergo waterfall training and take part in yamabushi fire rites on Yudono-san, 
a hallowed place of spiritual culture.

Outline First opened 1400 years ago by Prince Hachiko, the three mountains of Dewa 
Sanzan are venerated as holy mountains for spiritual training. Here, the 
ancient Haguro school of Shugendo continues to directly transmit the same 
rigorous training undertaken by Prince Hachiko. Even today, adherents follow 
these practices on the mountain.
During the experience, you will wear white attire, undergo part of the training, 
and learn about Shugendo and the natural features of Dewa Sanzan.

Guide Senior yamabushi (Japanese language only)

Highlights • Purifying mind and body by walking upstream, standing under a waterfall, 
and taking part in goma fire rites
• Guidance by experienced practitioners
• Authentic practice in white attire
• Culmination in highlights of the Yudono-san journey of rebirth, which 
symbolizes the future.

Appropriate attire
• Participants will wear white attire
• White attire rental: 700 yen

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical itinerary 8:45 Gather at Yudono-san Sanro-sho > Change clothing > 9:30 Sanro-sho
departure > Walking upstream > 10:30 Purification under waterfall > 11:30 
Worship at Yudono-san main hall > 12:30 Fire rites at Sanro-sho (1 hr.) > 
13:30 Change clothing > 14:00 Dispersal

Insurance Necessary for participation

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Please be 
advised

Please be aware that rainfall or other circumstances may cause programs to 
be cancelled.
In particular, waterfall training depends on the flow of water.

Availability
Late July to mid October (No access to mountain during winter closing period)
Programs take place from 9:00 to 15:00

Waterfall rite

Guidance by yamabushi

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.

Fire rite
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寺体験 坐禅

Guide plan Zenpoji Zazen • Shojin Dining Experience and Prayer Plan
Monk experience • Relax yoga (chair OK)

Outline Famous in Japan as the temple of Ryujin, the dragon guardian deity of the sea, Zenpoji
is visited by a stream of worshipers throughout the year. A five-storied pagoda and many 
other precious buildings occupy the grounds. Behind the buildings, nestled in deep 
greenery, said to be the residence of two dragon gods, Kaibami no Ike Pond conjures a 
mysterious atmosphere.

Guide Soto Zen Monk Guide (Japanese language only)

Highlights ♦ Get in touch with the spirit of Zen: face who you really are, accept yourself, and 
accept everything. You can step out of your everyday mental state through zazen 
meditation and having a shojin meal. Why not detox your spirit?
♦ Have the same kind of shojin meal eaten everyday by ascetic monks: soup and a 
single dish of vegetarian food.
♦ Experience prayer at Zenpoji Temple! Attend a spectacular uplifting rolling reading of 
the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom. Comprising five million characters on 600 
fasicles, it forms the basis of the Heart Sutra.

Appropriate 
attire

Please dress modestly without showing too much bare skin. You should also wear clothes
that allow you to comfortably assume a zazen posture.

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical 
itinerary

7:50 Depart JR Tsuruoka Station > 8:15 Zenpoji Temple > 8:30–9:00 Zen priests 
carefully instruct you on the attitude and etiquette of zazen > 9:00–9:30 Zazen 
meditation (chairs available for persons with leg difficulties) > 9:30–10:00 Shojin Dining 
Experience (Have the same tray meal of soup and single vegetable dish as the monks.) 
10:00–10:30 Prayer (rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom)

Organizers Zenpoji Temple 

Insurance Not required

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Please be 
advised

Zazen is not suitable for people with leg problems.

Availability All year. During August and December, in the busiest periods of the religious calendar,
monks may not be available.

Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom

Shojin meal

Zazen meditation

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.
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Onsite Plan Learn how to make sesame-based gomadofu

Enjoy, and learn how to make food typical of Tsuruoka.
The experience ends with a stroll around Yudono-san Temple.

Outline The shojin vegetarian cuisine of Tsuruoka is deeply linked to Dewa Sanzan faith. It 
is prepared making the best use of natural ingredients such as wild plants and 
bamboo shoots foraged on the mountainside.
One staple dish is gomadofu. This sesame-based dish has long been popular in 
Tsuruoka, where it is characteristically served with a thick bean paste. In this 
program, you can enjoy making “sesame tofu” for yourself. First, you carefully 
grind sesame seeds, then you add potato starch and work it well. This is an 
experience you can only have at Yudono-san.

Guide Shojin Cuisine Chef (Japanese language only)

Highlights ♦ Enjoy an actual meal of Tsuruoka traditional shojin cuisine.
♦ Learn how to make a local dish using natural ingredients grown locally.
♦ Find out about the spiritual culture of Yudono-san, one of the three Dewa 
Sanzan.
♦ Specially held at Yudono-san Temple Sanro-sho, at the foot of Mt. Yudono.

Appropriate 
attire Mask and apron (rental available) required.

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical 
itinerary

10:00 Reception at Yudono-san Temple Sanro-sho > Instructions by chef > 
11:20–12:30 Making gomadofu and dishes with edible wild plants: 1) Gomadofu 2) 
Mizuno greens tossed in sesame seasoned dressing 3) Stir-fried knotweed > 12:30 
Explanation about shojin cuisine, meal, dispersal.

Insurance Not required

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau (General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Availability All year

Shugendo Food • Local Dishes • Traditional Cuisine

Gomadofu, a staple of Tsuruoka shojin cuisine

Making gomadofu

Shojin dishes

Torii gateway and Sanro-sho Yudono-san Temple

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.
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Onsite Plan Experience spiritual culture through food

SASAMAKI Sweet Sticky Rice Treat

Outline Learn how to make sasamaki sticky rice wrapped in bamboo leaves, 
a distinctive festive food traditional in Tsuruoka.
While the wrapped rice cakes are steaming, in the old-fashioned 
way, make soybean flour toppings. Interacting with local 
grandmothers and enjoy, along with the local food, the charm of 
Tsuruoka people.

Cooking 
instructors

Bobo Gocchio Club (Japanese language only)

Highlights ♦ Intertwined with spiritual culture, sasamaki is a food item eaten 
on the mountain during Shugendo training.
♦ The antiseptic and moisture-conserving properties of bamboo 
leaves have long been used in wrapping preserved foods and 
portable foods.
♦ Since the glutinous rice has been pre-soaked, when you come, it 
is ready for you to wrap, using local techniques, in bamboo leaves.
♦ The rice cakes in steamed sasamaki are chewy. As you chew 
them, the fragrant flavor of the leaves refreshes your mouth. Enjoy 
sasamaki with brown sugar syrup and roast soybean flour.
♦ You will soon learn aided by a local grandmother and the 
Tsuruoka Food Guide, which conveys the charm of Tsuruoka food 
culture.

Appropriate attire Mask and apron (rental available) required.

Guide charge Please enquire

Typical itinerary 13:00 Gather at the venue > Explanation of Tsuruoka food culture 
and sasamaki > 13:30 Sasamaki experience > 14:30 Making kinako
soy powder > 15:00 Enjoy eating sasamaki > 16:00 Dispersal

♦ Optional activities available while the sasamaki are steaming. For 
example, you can sample some of the homemade local preserved 
foods. Or you can go for a walk and appreciate the local countryside.

Insurance Not required

Enquiries DEGAM Tsuruoka Tourism Bureau 
(General Incorporated Association)
tsuruoka@degam.jp

Availability All year

Shugendo Food • Local Dishes • Traditional Cuisine

Sasamaki history information leaflet Sasamaki wrapping instruction leaflet

*Photos taken at a particular time, you experience may be different.
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